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three couples must balance each other. Resolving the axis of each of these along and perpendicular to 01, the moments of the three latter components are respect-ively J^sin^JPcosIL, £y$mBGcosIM, and KzsmCHcosIN. Since the three components are in equilibrium, these moments must be proportional to sin MIN, sin JttL, sin LJM, that is to sin BIG, sin GIA and sin AIB.
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For brevity let a, /?, 7 represent the arcs IA, IB, 1C. Since BC is a right angle we have                  cos p cos 7 + sin /3 sin 7 cos BIG = cos BC=Q,
.: sin2 j8 sin2 7 sin2 BIG = sin2 /3 sin2 7 - cos2 /3 cos2 7 = 1 - cos2 /3 - cos2 7 = cos2a. Again,                     sin ^ cos IL = 2 sin %AF cos a = 2 sin a cos a sin w.
Similar expressions hold for the other angles.
Substituting these values in the condition of equilibrium, and dividing out the common factors, we have If X2= /£"/== j&T/. Thus the proposed position of the body cannot be one of equilibrium when the base is fixed unless the ellipsoid is a sphere.
This argument assumes that none of the factors divided out are zero. We must therefore examine separately the case in which I lies on one of the principal planes. If I lies on BG, the first component is zero, and the other two are Kv sin BG- GOsIM and Kg sin GH cos IN. The condition of equilibrium is that these moments should be equal ; hence              Ky~ sin2 /3 cos2 /3 = K* sin2 7 cos2 7.
Since /3 and 7 are complementary, this requires that Ky'2=K^, i.e. the ellipsoid is one of revolution.
Lastly, if I is at the point <?, each of the three component couples is zero. The component having 01 for its axis is then the sum or difference of the couples JTajSinSo?, ICysmSw. Since this component also must vanish we again have K^i=Kyz, i.e. the ellipsoid is one of revolution.
22. Ex. 1. The body being placed in a positive initial position, prove that the direction of JF" is parallel to the normal to the ellipsoid X^' + YyTp + Z^^l drawn at the point where OA' cuts the ellipsoid. This ellipsoid is called the second central ellipsoid of Darboux.
Ex. 2. The body being placed in a positive initial position, a straight line OQ is drawn from the base parallel and proportional to the force F' for all positions of OA' in the body. Prove that the locus of Q is the ellipsoid
This is called the third central ellipsoid of Darboux.

